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Abstract

We study the existence of (relative) simple choreographies for a class of Hamiltonian
systems describing the interaction of particles in the plane motivated mainly by the n-
vortex type problem. In particular, by constructing choreographic pseudo-holomorphic
spheres, we prove that there exist infinitely many non-trivial relative choreographies
for the identical n-vortex problem arising from both the Euler equation and the Gross-
Pitaevskii equation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Interactive System of N-Vortex Type

Let us consider a class of Hamiltonian systems in R2n of the form

Ż(t) = JR2N∇HR2n(Z(t)), Z = (z1, z2, ..., zn), zi = (xi, yi) ∈ R2

with

HR2n(Z) =
n∑

i=1

αiV (|zi|
2) +

∑

1≤i<j≤n

βijF (|zi − zj |
2). (H1)

Here

• zi = (xi, yi) is the position of the ith particle in the plane;

• ∇HR2n is the gradient of HR2n ;

• JR2n is the standard complex structure;

JR2n =






J

. . .

J




 , J =

[
0 1
−1 0

]

• F is smooth in R2n \∆, where

∆ =
⋃

1≤i<j≤n

{Z ∈ R2n|zi = zj}

Such a system describes the motion of n particles in the plane, driven by a radial potential
V and an interaction function F depending only on the mutual distance of each pair
of particles. Here αi and βij are parameters (mass, vorticity, charge...), which might
vary with indices i and j. The velocity vector field of each particle splits into two parts.
The first part depends on the absolute position of the particle, and generates a uniform
rotation. The second part depends on relative positions of the particles whose behaviour
is thus more complicated.

In below we discuss some well known models in hydrodynamics and quantum me-
chanics as examples of such Hamiltonian systems. We will be primarily interested in
vortex-like systems, but part of the coming study holds in larger generality.
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Exemple 1 (The identical n-vortex problem from Euler equation). Let

V = 0, βij = −
1

4π
, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, F (η) = log |η|2

In this case (H1) becomes

HR2n(Z) = −
1

4π

∑

1≤i<j≤n

log |zi − zj |
2 (n-vortex Euler)

The motion of ideal flow is governed by the Euler equation

ut + u · ∇u = −∇p

This equation could be transformed into a vorticity equation [23]

Dω

Dt
= ω · ∇u

where

ω = ∇× u = (∂yz − ∂zy, ∂zx− ∂xz, ∂xy − ∂yx)

Helmholtz [34] considered the perpendicular section of infinitely thin, straight, parallel
vortex filaments with identical constant vorticity with a plane, which turns out to be the
n-vortex model. Kirchhoff [20] has found the Hamiltonian structure for such a system,
with the above Hamiltonian.

Exemple 2 (The identical n-vortex problem from Gross-Pitaevskii equation). Let

αi = −
1

2
µ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, V (η) = log

1

1− |η|2
, βij = −

1

2
λ, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, F (η) = log |η|2

HR2n(Z) = −
1

2
(µ

n∑

i=1

log
1

1− |zi|2
+ λ

∑

i<j

log |zi − zj |
2) (n-vortex BEC)

This Hamiltonian system describes the motion of vortices in Bose Einstein condensation
(BEC). It can be observed by experiments, either via a harmonical trap [15] or via a
hard wall container [1]. This system is a 2D reduction of the Gross-Pitaevskii partial dif-
ferential equation concerning the ground state of a quantum system of identical bosons.
Here the topological charge of each vortex is fixed to be 1, µ > 0 is the precession of
trap center, and λ > 0 is the interaction strength. The case µ = 0 corresponds to the
classical identical n-vortex problem in hydrodynamics given in example 1.

Exemple 3 (The n-site problem from nonlinear Schrödinger equation). Let

αi = −
1

4
, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, V (η) = |η|4, βij = −

1

2
δij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, F (η) = log |η|2

where

δij =

{

0 if i− j > 1 mod n;

1 if i− j = 1 mod n.
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In this case (H1) becomes

HR2n(Z) =
1

2

n∑

j=1

(
1

2
|zj |

4 − |zj+1 − zj|
2) (n-Sites NLS)

with the convention that zn+1 = z1. This Hamiltonian system describes a simplified
model for a lattice of coupled harmonic oscillators. Here zj = zj(t) ∈ R2 ≡ C is the
complex mode amplitude of the oscillator at site j. This system can be seen as a standard
finite difference approximation to the continuous cubic Schrödinger equation:

iZt + |Z|2Z+ Zxx = 0

For more details, see [13].

System (H1) is invariant under rotation, thus the entity

I(Z(t)) =
∑

1≤i≤n

|zi(t)|
2 (1)

which generates rotations, is a first integral; it is called the moment of inertia and is an
analogue of the angular momentum of particle mechanics (remember that in our system
xi and yi are pairs of conjugate coordinates, while in particle mechanics positions are
conjugate to momenta). Moreover, the Hamiltonian is autonomous, thus HR2n itself is
another first integral. As a result, for n = 2 the system is Liouville integrable. However,
for n > 2, this Hamiltonian system is in general not integrable and chaotic behaviours
arise, at least conjecturally.

An exception is the case when V is a constant (For instance in example 1, one has
V ≡ 0). In the absence of dynamics due to V , the system is in addition invariant under
translation. As a result,

P (Z(t)) =
∑

1≤i≤n

ℜ(zi(t)) =
1

n

∑

1≤i≤n

xi(t), Q(Z(t)) =
∑

1≤i≤n

ℑ(zi(t)) =
1

n

∑

1≤i≤n

yi(t)

(2)

are also first integrals. H, I, P 2 +Q2 are three independent first integrals in involution.
Taking the n-vortex problem in hydrodynamics for example, for n = 3 the system is
integrable [29] while non-integrable when n > 3 in general [37, 21, 8].

In any case one can take advantage of the symmetry of rotation of (H1) by carrying
out the symplectic reduction. Since I = 0 is trivial, we may assume for example that
the parameter I = 1. The reduction is summarised by this diagram:

S1

R2n S2n−1

CPk

I=1

where S2n−1 is the unit sphere of R2n, and the quotient of S2n−1 by rotations identifies to
the complex projective space CPn−1 of complex lines in R2n ≡ Cn. As is well known, the
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standard Hermitian product on Cn induces a Kähler metric on CPn−1, whose imaginary
part defines the opposite of the standard symplectic structure of CPn−1.

If furthermore V = cst, then one can reduce one more degree of freedom by fixing the
center (P,Q) at (0, 0) and the reduced phase space becomes CPn−2, as is summarised
by the diagram:

S1

R2n R2n−2 S2n−3

CPn−2

P=Q=0 I=1

In both cases, the Hamiltonian descends to a reduced Hamiltonian H on the quotient,
thus induces a reduced Hamiltonian system

ż(t) = XH(z(t)), H : CPn−1 → R, z ∈ CPn−1, when V 6= cst

ż(t) = XH(z(t)), H : CPn−2 → R, z ∈ CPn−2, when V = cst (H2)

It is these vector fields that will be the primary source of interest in our study, aimed at
finding symmetric periodic orbits.

1.2 Absolute and Relative Periodic Orbits

In his foundational work on the 3-body problem, Poincaré famously showed the im-
portance of periodic solutions, which provides important information for understanding
such a complicated dynamics. One possible way of finding periodic orbits is to study or-
bits bifurcating from known orbits. For example methods based on the Lyapunov centre
theorem around relative equilibria, or based on superposition principles (i.e. substitut-
ing a number of bodies in small relative equilibrium configuration for another body)
have been applied successfully to find non-equilibrium periodic solutions in the n-vortex
problem from Euler equation [5, 7, 3, 4]. Even some particular qualitative properties (for
instance some discrete symmetry of these orbits) could be deduced for these solutions.
Meanwhile, these perturbative methods usually provide new solutions only locally, in a
neighborhood of the known solution.

Weinstein has conjectured that many conservative systems have periodic orbits [18].
For the three-body problem, Poincaré even conjectured that periodic orbits are dense
among bounded motions. We may well believe in the analogous conjecture for systems
(H1), but this currently seems totally out of reach. The case of the identical n-vortex
problem (example 1 even non-identical vortices but sharing the same sign) is a par-
ticularly favorable setting, since all orbits are bounded in R2n and collision-free (i.e.
bounded away from the generalised diagonal ∆ = ∪i 6=j{zi = zj})): indeed, the bound-
edness comes from the conservation of the moment of inertia (1), while the absence of
collisions comes from the conservation of the Hamiltonian, all of whose terms are upper
bounded along a given integral curve, and thus lower bounded.

Remark 1. Note that in our case (as for all rotation-invariant mechanical systems) there
are two competing notions of periodic orbits: one for the initial system (H1) in R2n,
and one for the reduced system (H2) in CPn−1. Corresponding periodic orbits are called
absolute and reduced, respectively. The projection on CPn−1 of an absolute periodic orbit
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yields a reduced one. Conversely, a lift Z(t) to R2n of a reduced T -periodic orbit z(t) is
usually not periodic; it is called relative. Rather, there exists an angle αo ∈ R (uniquely
defined modulo 2π) such that Z(T ) is obtained from z(T ) by the rigid rotation (acting
diagonally on all vortices) of angle αo. A way to recover periodicity for the lifted orbit
is to look at it in a rotating frame of reference. If α(t) is the rotation (continuous with
respect to time) of the new frame, this amounts to introducing the path z̃(t) = e−iα(t)z(t).
Assuming that α(0) = 0, the new path z̃ is periodic provided α(T ) ∈ −αo + 2πQ. The
frame may rotate non-uniformly with respect to time, or even non-monotonically. For
the sake of simplicity, one usually considers only frames which rotate uniformly. But even
then there are countably many such frames (determined by its angle of rotation during
the period of the reduced orbit). Similar argument holds for reduced system CPn−2,
except that the center of a lifted orbit might be other than the origin.

For example in [35] periodic orbits for the n-vortex problem in the plane have been
found. Unfortunately, it is a difficult problem to distinguish periodic orbits on a given
energy level, when these are determined through implicit methods, instead of explicit
constructions. Let us consider the following simple example of RPO for the BEC identical
4-vortex problem (figure 1). In the left (1234) configuration, the distances of the four
vortices are, roughly speaking, of the same scale. As a result, the motion will be that the
four vortices confine themselves in a relatively small cluster and chase each other therein,
while the cluster as an entity rotates together around the origin O; However in the right
(123)(4) configuration, the 4th vortex is relatively far away from the others, hence the
behaviour will be that the three vortices form their own cluster, thus this cluster and
the 4th vortex rotate as two clusters around the origin O. Note that we can adjust the
distances to make them of same energy level H and of same angular momentum I. So, a
constant issue we have is the triviality issue: one has to show that the periodic orbits we
find, absolute or relative, are distinct from well known ones (and in particular that their
reduction is not a fixed point). More precisely, we could ask the following questions:

• Can one find an orbit that looks like (1234), instead of (123)(4)?

• Further more, suppose an orbit looks like (1234) has been found, can one distin-
guish this orbit from relative equilibria, i.e., a square configuration rotating around
its center of vorticity in certain rotating frame?

The above example explains our motivation in this work: since the dynamical systems
we study are in general non-integrable (this non-integrability is rarely trivial and often
requires special arguments, which we will not develop here), it is hopeless to characterise
orbits by quadratures and eliminations. Nevertheless, we claim that it is possible to find
non-trivial periodic orbits of (H1) with some abstract, variational methods, and even
some more specific classes of orbits, displaying a rich discrete symmetry group.

Again, the study of n-body problem in the plane sheds some light on our problem.
In [30], Poincaré had understood the difficulty of minimisation for the Lagrangian action
functional in a given homotopy class, due to the possibility of collisions. Since then there
have been at least two perspectives to add topological constraints. These constraints
serve not only as the guarantee of coercivity, but also as ways to distinguish different
orbits such like the ones we see in figure 1. More precisely, we may consider:

• Homotopic Constraint: it is requested that the orbit fall in a special free ho-
motopic class [16, 25, 33];

• Symmetry Constraint: it is requested that the orbit be invariant under action
of a special symmetry group [14, 36, 12, 10, 11].

6



Figure 1: Two configurations of same H and I

If the orbits found meet these constraints, then we will have gained qualitative under-
standing of them. In this article, for the sake of simplicity we will focus on a special
symmetry constraint, namely the simple choreographic symmetry, and study the exis-
tence of relative periodic orbits with such symmetry.

2 Choreographic Holomorphic Spheres

2.1 Absolute and Relative Choreographies

2.1.1 Choreography

We are interested in relative periodic solutions of the system (H1) that satisfy some
symmetry condition, namely the choreographic symmetry. The study of choreographies
begins with the seminal paper of Chenciner and Montgomery [12] on the proof of exis-
tence of the figure-eight solution for the 3-body problem, following the earlier numerical
experiment of [26]. We denote the set of 2π-periodic continuous loops by

Λ = {Z ∈ C(S1,R2n)|Z(0) = Z(2π)}, S1 = R/2πZ.

Define the time translation and the circular permutation

τ : S1 → S1 τ(t) =
2π

n
+ t (3)

σ̃ : R2n → R2n (z1, z2, ..., zn−1, zn)
σ̃
−→ (zn, z1, ..., zn−2, zn−1) (4)

and

g : Λ → Λ (gZ)(t) = σ̃Z(τ−1t)

We are interested in the fixed points of g, namely free loops satisfying

zi+1(t+
T

n
) = zi(t) (5)

Definition 2.1. We call a loop Z ∈ Λ

• a choreography, if gZ = Z;

• a centred choreography, if Z(t) is a choreography and

P (Z(t)) = Q(Z(t)) = 0,∀t ∈ [0, 2π] (6)
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This choreographic symmetry means that particles describe the same orbit in the
plane, and are merely separated by a fixed amount of time. One may define more
complicated kinds of choreographies, corresponding to permutations σ̃ splitting into
several cycles, but we will not consider such so-called multiple choreographies. We will
thus have omit the adjective “simple” in this article.

The simplest choreography is the regular n-gon relative equilibrium, namely the mo-
tion along which the n particles sit on the n vertices of a regular n-gon, and rotate
uniformly. A direct elementary computation shows that such solutions exist in the iden-
tical n-vortex problem (“Thomson configuration”) or in the identical n-body problem
(the bodies should additionally then be given the right velocities, without which the mo-
tion is homographic). The Trojan satellites in the Solar system are close to an equilateral
configuration with Jupiter and the Sun.

2.1.2 Reduced Choreography in CPn−1

Similarly to when we weakened the notion of periodic orbit by introducing the idea
of reduced or relative periodic orbits, it is natural to consider solutions which are chore-
ographic for the reduced dynamics, in the sense which follows, and which primarily
uses the existence of an action of the symmetric group on CPn−1. Denote the set of
2π-parameterised continuous loops in CPn−1 by

Λn−1 = {z ∈ C(S1,CPn−1)| z(0) = z(2π)}

As earlier, we write Z = (z1, z2, ..., zn) ∈ S2n−1, and z = [z1 : z2 : ... : zn] ∈ CPn−1.
The restriction of σ̃ to S2n−1 induces a natural symmetry on CPn−1. The above circular
permutation σ̃ induces a map

σ1 :CP
n−1 → CPn−1, [z1 : z2 : ... : zn]

σ1−→ [zn : z1 : ... : zn−2 : zn−1], (7)

letting the following diagram commute:

CPn−1 CPn−1

S2n−1 S2n−1.

σ1

ψ ψ

σ̃

(P1)

Here ψ is a section of the fiber bundle S2n−1 → CPn−1. The diagram is well defined
since it does not depend on a particular ψ thus chosen. We can then define the loop
transformation

g1 : Λn−1 → Λn−1, (g z)(t) = σ1 z(τ
−1t)

Definition 2.2. We call a loop z(t) ∈ Λn−1 a reduced choreography, if

g1z = z, i.e. z(t+
2π

n
) = σ1z(t) ∀t ∈ [0, 2π] (8)

A reduced choreography is called nontrivial if it is not a constant in CPn−1.
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2.1.3 Centred Reduced Choreography in CPn−2

It is also possible to define an induced choreographic symmetry in loop space of CPn−2,
with the help of Lim’s coordinate transformation. Denote

Λn−2 = {w ∈ C(S1,CPn−2)|w(0) = w(2π)}

We recall a following version of Lim’s coordinate [22], adapted to our situation.

Theorem 2.1 ([22]). Let Z = (z1, z2, ..., zn) ∈ Cn. There exists a linear transformation
f : Cn → Cn

W = f(Z), W = (w1, w2, ..., wn) (9)

s.t.

1. f is unitary, i.e., f ∈ U(n)

2. wn =
1

n

∑

1≤i≤n

zi

Let in : Cn−1 →֒ Cn be the natural embedding, s.t.

(w1, w2, ..., wn−1)
in−→ (w1, w2, ..., wn−1, 0)

Given a point w = [w1 : w2 : ... : wn−1] ∈ CPn−2, we proceed as the following. We first
lift it to (w1, w2, ..., wn−1) ∈ S2n−3, next we augment it to W = in((w1, w2, ..., wn−1)) =
(w1, w2, ..., wn−1, 0) ∈ S2n−1. Since symplectic transformation is invertible, let Z =
f−1(W ) ∈ S2n−1, we can now play the usual permutation σ̃ on Z. As a result, we define
the permutation map on CPn−2 as

σ2 : CP
n−2 → CPn−2 (10)

s.t. the following diagram commute

CPn−2 CPn−2

S2n−3 S2n−3

S2n−1 S2n−1

S2n−1 S2n−1

σ2

ψ ψ

in in

f−1 f−1

σ̃

(P2)

Here ψ is a section of the bundle S2n−3 → CPn−2. Since rotation and translation
commute when P (Z) = Q(Z) = 0, it follows that the diagram does not depend on the
choice of ψ, hence σ2 is well-defined. Similarly we define the loop transformation

g2 : Λn−2 → Λn−2, (g2w)(t) = σ2w(τ−1t)

Definition 2.3. We call a loop w(t) ∈ Λn−2 a centred reduced choreography, if

g2w = w, i.e. w(t+
2π

n
) = σ2w(t) ∀t ∈ [0, 2π] (11)

A reduced centred choreography is called nontrivial if it is not a constant in CPn−2.
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2.1.4 Relative Choreography in R2n

The reduced choreographic loops defined in the last sub-section could lift to orbits in
the original phase space. If z(t) ∈ Λn−1 is a reduced choreographic loop and let Z be
its lifting to Λ. Then there exists a rotation g ∈ SO(2) of angle α s.t. Z(0) = gσ̃Z(2π

n
).

Take a any frame of reference which rotates continuously (possibly non-uniformly) by
the angle α during a time interval of length 2π/n, and then continue the rotation of the
frame by making its rotation velocity 2π/n-periodic. Then Z is simple choreographic in
this frame, thanks to the rotational invariance of the Hamiltonian and to the uniqueness
of integral curves through a point. We thus define the following objects:

Definition 2.4. We call a curve Z(t) ∈ C([0, 2π],R2n)

• a relative choreography, if Z(t) is a lifting of a reduced choreography z(t) ∈
Λn−1. Z(t) is non-trivial if z(t) is non-trivial;

• a centred relative choreography, if Z(t) is a lifting of a centred reduced chore-
ography w(t) ∈ Λn−2. Z(t) is non-trivial if w(t) is non-trivial;

From now on, to simplify the symbols and discussion, we make the following conven-
tion. Let k ∈ {n− 1, n− 2} and σ : CPk → CPk s.t.

σz =

{

σ1z, if z ∈ CPn−1

σ2z, if z ∈ CPn−2
(12)

By considering the standard symplectic structure Ω =
∑n

i=1 dpi∧dqi, we see clearly that
σ̃ : R2n → R2n is a symplectic transformation, i.e. σ̃∗Ω = Ω. Now consider the natural
symplectic form ω induced on CPk.

Lemma 2.1. The map σ : CPk → CPk is both holomorphic and symplectic.

Proof. We prove that σ is holomorphic and symplectic in details for k = n− 1. Similar
argument works for k = n− 2.
First, σ̃ could be seen as an invertible linear transformation of Cn, hence σ is holomor-
phic. Next we show that σ is a symplectic transformation. Consider

CPn−1 S2n−1 R2n
π

i

The symplectic form ω is defined by π∗ω = i∗Ω, where π is natural projection and i
the natural inclusion. Now consider v1, v2 ∈ TzCP

n−1, which are equivalent classes of
TS2n−1 taking quotient of the symmetry. Taking thus Z ∈ S2n−1 s.t. π(Z) = z and
V1, V2 ∈ TZS

2n−1 be their representatives. It follows from the defining equation of ω
that there exists g ∈ SO(2) s.t.

σ∗ω(v1, v2) = ω(σ∗v1, σ∗v2) = Ω(σ̃∗gV1, σ̃∗gV2) = σ̃∗Ω(V1, V2) = Ω(V1, V2) = ω(v1, v2)

The action of g is a diagonal action, and the second equality is due the diagram (P1) while
the third equality is true because the action of g is in fact a symplectic transformation.
The proof for the case k = n − 2 is similar, by using the above argument and taking
into account that the Lim transformation f : Cn → Cn is linear and symplectic (so is
f−1).

With the choreographic symmetry thus defined, we can move on to construct holo-
morphic spheres with choreographic symmetry.
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2.2 Definition of Choreographic Holomorphic Sphere

Our aim is to find non-trivial reduced choreography which are integral curves of the
system (H2). Such a loop z(t) ∈ CPn−1 (resp. w(t) ∈ CPn−2) possesses lifts Z(t) solving
the original Hamiltonian system (H1); such lifts are obtained by mere quadrature, as
can be checked by switching to local coordinate systems in R2 which are adapted to the
reduction by rotations( resp. rotations and translations). These lifted orbits Z(t) are
non-trivial relative choreographies (resp. non-trivial centred relative choreographies) of
the original Hamiltonian system (H1).

Searching non-constant periodic solutions on a hyper-surface is closely related to the
conjecture of Weinstein. The proof of this conjecture when the underlying symplectic
manifold is complex projective space been done by Hofer and Viterbo [18]. They studied
the Hamiltonian perturbed J-holomorphic spheres, which satisfies a nonlinear partial
differential equation (PDE) of Cauchy-Riemann type. This PDE could be seen as a zero
section of a fiber bundle. Now, our original Hamiltonian is symmetric with respect to
permutation of particles, and this symmetry will be heritaged by the PDE. Our aim is
to take the reduced choreographic symmetry into the construction of the fiber bundle.
Once this is done, Palais’ principle [28] guarantees that the PDE has a symmetric weak
solution, and the elliptic regularity applies to show it is a classical solution. From that
point, one can continue with the analysis given in [18] and conclude the existence of a
reduced choreography for the Hamiltonian system. To this end, we will define and study
holomorphic spheres having a choreographic symmetry. For a systematic investigation
of J-holomorphic curves, we refer to [17, 24, 2].

Let Ĉ = C ∪ {∞} ≡ S2 be the the Riemann sphere and (M , ω) be a symplectic
manifold. Let J be an almost complex structure calibrated by ω (J and ω are also said
to be compatible), meaning that the symplectic structure twisted by J ,

(x, y) 7→ ω(x, Jy),

is a Riemannian metric. A holomorphic sphere in M is a smooth map u : Ĉ →M s.t.

J ◦ Tu = Tu ◦ i (13)

Now in particular let M be CPk. This is indeed a complex manifold with standard
complex structure i0. We denote by J0 the regular1 almost complex structure induced
by i0. Note that by a re-parametrisation of the augmented complex plane, a holomorphic
sphere, after taking a cylinder parametrisation of Ĉ, can be written as a map v(s, t) =
u◦φ, where φ(s, t) = exp(s+it),−∞ ≤ s ≤ ∞, 0 ≤ t < 2π. Let (τu)(z) = u◦φ(s, t+ 2π

n
),

where t + 2π
n

is to be understood as t + 2π
n

mod 2π. Sometimes we also denote τ by
letting

τ : Ĉ → Ĉ, z
τ
−→ ei

2π
n z (14)

The somehow abused notion τ should not bring any ambiguity. It is to be understand
as a translation of time for t varible in our cylinder parametrisation, thus coincides with
the definition before.

1one could turn to [24] for the regularity of J0
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Definition 2.5 (Choreographic holomorphic sphere). A holomorphic sphere u in CPk

is choreographic if
u ◦ τ = σ ◦ u.

In other words, if u is a choreographic holomorphic sphere in CPn−1 (resp. CPn−2),
then for each fixed s ∈ R, z(t) := u(s, t) is a reduced choreographic loop (resp. a centred
reduced choreographic loop).

2.3 Choreographic Fiber Bundle

2.3.1 Base Manifold

Next given α a ω-minimal free homotopy class2, we consider the Hilbert Manifold B

B = {u ∈ H2,2(Ĉ,CPk)|[u] = α, u(0) = P0, u(∞) = P∞,

∫

‖z‖≤1
u∗ω = 〈ω,α〉} (15)

Proposition 2.1. Let G = 〈g〉 be the cyclic group generated by g, where gu = (σ◦τ−1)u
and let BG = FixG(B) be the G-invariant subset of B. If BG 6= ∅, then BG is itself a
(totally geodesic) Hilbert sub-manifold.

Proof. According to lemma 2.1 σ is a symplectic transformation, and CPk is a Kähler
manifold, hence g induces an isometry in the Hilbert manifold B and by applying Palais’
principle we see that BG is a totally geodesic Hilbert sub-manifold.

Remark 2. The normalization condition is satisfied because
∫

‖z‖≤1 u
∗ω =

∫

‖z‖≤1(gu)
∗ω.

By passing s → ±∞ in the cylinder parametrisation, one sees from the definition of B
that a necessary condition for BG 6= ∅ is that

σP0 = P0, σP∞ = P∞. (16)

Later on in lemma 2.5 and 2.6 it will turns out that this somehow is sufficient too.

We will take BG as our base space and construct a fiber bundle on it in the usual
way while take the choreographic symmetry into the frame.

2.3.2 Choreographic Fiber and Section

Let XJ0 contains all the complex anti-linear map φ : TzĈ → Tv CP
k, i.e.

TzĈ TzĈ

Tv CP
k Tv CP

k

−i

φ φ

J0

(D1)

Denote XG
J0

⊂ XJ0 the subset that furthermore satisfies the condition

TzĈ TτzĈ

Tv CP
k Tσv CP

k

dτ

φ φ

dσ

(D2)

2This means that

0 < 〈ω, α〉 = inf{〈ω, [u]〉|u is a nonconstant J0-holomorphic sphere}

12



Here dτ and dσ are the push-forward of tangent vector, and the commuted diagram (D2)
is for being consistent with choreography.
For ∀u ∈ B, consider the pull back fiber bundle induced by the graph map ū(z) =
(z, u(z)), i.e.,

ū∗XJ0 XJ0

Ĉ Ĉ×CPk

π π

z→(z,u(z))

Finally define the symmetric fiber bundle E → B

E =
⋃

u∈B

{u} ×H1,2(ū∗XJ0) (17)

similarly define

EG =
⋃

u∈BG

{u} ×H1,2(ū∗XG
J0
) (18)

Lemma 2.2. ∂̄J0u = du+ J0 ◦ du ◦ i is a smooth section of EG → BG

Proof. It is well known that ∂̄J0u is smooth section seen as E → B. We only need to
verify that the diagram (D2) commutes when φ = ∂̄J0u. Actually, since u(τz) = σu(z),
one sees that for η ∈ Tz Ĉ

dτzu ◦ dzτ(η) = du(z)σ ◦ dzu(η) (19)

Now since τ : Ĉ → Ĉ and σ : CPk → CPk are holomorphic maps,

J0 ◦ dτzu ◦ i ◦ dzτ(η) = J0 ◦ dτzu ◦ dzτ ◦ i(η) (20)

du(z)σ ◦ J0 ◦ dzu ◦ i(η) = J0 ◦ du(z)σ ◦ dzu ◦ i(η) (21)

Putting (19) into right hand side of (20) and (21), one sees that dσ◦∂̄J0u = ∂̄J0u◦dτ .

This lemma justifies in particular that the zero section corresponds to the class of
choreographic holomorphic spheres in our setting.

2.4 Choreographic Hamiltonian Perturbation

2.4.1 Invariant Hamiltonian under Choreographic Symmetry

Having defined the action of σ : CPk → CPk, in this sub-section, we first show that if
the Hamiltonian is of the form (H1), then the reduced Hamiltonian system is invariant
under relative choreographic symmetry.

Lemma 2.3. If HR2n is invariant under σ̃, then H is invariant under σ.

Proof. First suppose that k = n− 1. According to the diagram (P1), ∃Z ∈ S2n−1 s.t.

H(z) = HR2n(Z) = HR2n(σ̃Z) = H(σz) (22)

Similar argument works for the case k = n− 2.

Now since both the reduced Hamiltonian and the symplectic form on CPk are invari-
ant under the action of σ, we have proved actually that

13



Proposition 2.2. Suppose that HR2n : R2n → R is a σ̃-invariant Hamiltonian, i.e.,
HR2n(σ̃Z) = HR2n(Z),∀Z ∈ R2n. Then the flow of reduced Hamiltonian φH(t) on CPk is
σ-invariant, i.e.,

φtH(σz) = σφtH(z),∀z ∈ CPk

Proof. Direct consequence of lemma 2.3 and lemma 2.1.

Now let H : CPk → R be a smooth map satisfying

Hypothesis 1.

H(σz) = H(z),∀z ∈ CPk

H|U(P0) = h0 ∈ R,H|U(P∞) = h∞ ∈ R

h0 < h∞, h0 ≤ H ≤ h∞

where U(P0) and U(P∞) are σ-invariant open neighbourhood of P0 and P∞, respectively.

Remark 3. U(P0) and U(P∞) can be assumed to be σ-invariant because H is σ-invariant.

We define h̄(z, v) := φ be the unique complex antilinear map

φ : TzĈ → Tv CP
k, φ(z) =

{

0, z ∈ {0,∞}
1
2πH

′(v)

Let h(u)(z) = h̄(z, u(z)). The following lemma shows that, if in particular u ∈ BG, then
h(u)(z) will respect the choreographic symmetry

Lemma 2.4. Under hypothesis 1, h(u) is a section from BG to EG.

Proof. Clearly h(u) is in E . Now for z 6= 0, let η ∈ Tz Ĉ, then there exists a unique λ ∈ C

s.t. η = λz. Since u is a choreographic holomorphic sphere and that H(u) = H(σu), we
see that

φτz(τ(η)) = φτz(τ(λz)) = φτz((λτz)) = λ̄φτz(τz) = λ̄dσ(φz(z)) = dσ(λ̄φz(z)) = dσ(φz(λz))

where the fourth equality is due to proposition 2.2, i.e.,

φτz(τz) =
1

2π
∇H(u(τz)) =

1

2π
∇H(σu(z)) =

1

2π
dσ∇H(u(z)) = dσ(φz(z))

In other words, we have verified that if u ∈ BG then h(u) ∈ EG.

Our aim is to study the parameter depending family of smooth sections defined by

fλ(u) = ∂̄J0u+ λh(u)

Proposition 2.3. Under hypothesis 1, fλ(u) is a section of EG → BG

Proof. Direct consequence of lemma 2.2 and lemma 2.4.

Remark 4. Note that in general, for u /∈ BG or H that is not σ-invariant (hence h(u) is
no longer a section from BG to EG.) fλ(u) can still be seen a section E → B.
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We define moreover the sets of pairs

C = {(λ, u) ∈ R+ × B | fλ(u) = 0} (23)

CG = {(λ, u) ∈ R+ × BG | fλ(u) = 0} (24)

We will also denote by C(λ) a slice of C, and CG(λ) a slice of CG, i.e.

C(λ) = {u ∈ B | fλ(u) = 0} CG(λ) = {u ∈ BG | fλ(u) = 0} (25)

In particular, C(0) is the set of normalised holomorphic spheres of homotopy class α
with two ends in P0 and P∞. We show next that when P0 and P∞ are chosen to be two
special points, one has C(0) = CG(0).

2.5 Well Posedness of Choreographic Holomorphic Sphere

So far we have constructed BG, CG in an abstract manner, yet we have not answered
some essential questions. For example, are there non-empty choreographic holomorphic
spheres, i.e., whether CG(0) is not empty? In this sub-section we distinguish the two
cases when k = n− 1 and k = n− 2 relatively and we justify the well posedness of these
notions by explicit calculation. It has already been mentioned in remark 2 that the two
ends must be carefully chosen. It turns out that this is actually enough.

2.5.1 Special configurations in CPn−1

Let us consider two configurations in CPn−1, denoted by A and B respectively, such that

A = [1 : 1 : 1 :, ..., 1 : 1] (total collision)

B = [ei
2π
n : ei

4π
n : ei

6π
n : ... : ei

2π
n
(n−1) : 1] (n-polygon)

We call A the total collision configuration, and B the n-polygon configuration.
Note that they are both σ-invariant. Assume that P0 = B and P∞ = A,

Lemma 2.5. All the simple holomorphic sphere u : Ĉ → CPn−1 s.t. u(0) = B and
u(∞) = A are choreographic holomorphic sphere.

Proof. Consider Ĉ with the complex projective line CP1 by identifying z ∈ Ĉ with
[z : 1] ∈ CP1. Suppose that [ηA : ηB ] = [z : 1], and define a holomorphic sphere
u : Ĉ → CPk by

u(z) = u([ηA : ηB ]) = [ηA + ηBe
i 2π
n : ηA + ηBe

i 4π
n : ηA + ηBe

i 6π
n : ... : ηA + ηB] (26)

By explicit calculation {

u(0) = u([0 : 1]) = B

u(∞) = u([1 : 0]) = A.

Then for −∞ < r <∞,

u(τz) = u(exp(r + i(t+
2π

n
)) = u(exp(i

2π

n
)z) = u([ei

2π
n ηA : ηB ])

= [ηAe
i 2π
n + ηBe

i 2π
n : ηAe

i 2π
n + ηBe

i 4π
n : ηAe

i 2π
n + ηBe

i 6π
n : ... : ηAe

i 2π
n + ηB ]

= σu(z)
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As a result, gu = u. Next, suppose that v : Ĉ → CPk is another simple holomorphic
sphere running through A and B of the same homotopy class. By calculate the Gromov-
Witten invariant if necessary (see for example [24, chapter 7]), one sees that v(Ĉ) = u(Ĉ),
as a result there exists then a Möbius transformation φ : Ĉ → Ĉ s.t. v(z) = u(φ(z)) and
v(0) = B, v(∞) = A, it follows that v(z) = u(ζz) for some non-zero ζ ∈ C. This implies

τv(z) = τu(ζz) = u(τζz) = σu(ζz) = σv(z) (27)

Hence v is clearly choreographic.

2.5.2 Special Configurations in CPn−2

When it comes to the case V = cst in system (H1), the reduced phase space is CPn−2.
The situation is slightly more complicated. We cannot use the total collision point any
longer, because P (Z) = Q(Z) = 0 and zi = zj, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n implies that Z = 0. Thus
the total collision configuration does not exist on CPn−2. On the other hand, if we give
up the reduction of translation, we cannot exclude the triviality later on (this point will
become more clear in section 3.1).

In this sub-section we make an extra assumption that n = 2m is an even integer.
Let us consider two points ZA and ZB in R2n s.t.

ZA = (ei
2π
m , ei

4π
m , ..., 1, ei

2π
m , ei

4π
m , ..., 1) (28)

ZB = (ei
2π
n , ei

4π
n , ei

6π
n , ..., ei

2π(n−1)
n , 1) (29)

Note that these two points are centred, hence after Lim’s coordinate transformation
W = f(Z), they become two points

WA = (w1(ZA), w2(ZA), ...., wn−1(ZA), (0, 0)) ∈ R2n (30)

WB = (w1(ZB), w2(ZB), ...., wn−1(ZB), (0, 0)) ∈ R2n (31)

They thus pass to two configurations in CPn−2, denoted as A and B

A = [w1(ZA) : w2(ZA) : ... : wn−1(ZA)] (binary total collision)

B = [w1(ZB) : w2(ZB) : ... : wn−1(ZB)] (n-polygon)

We call A the binary total collision configuration, and B the n-polygon configu-

ration. Assume that P0 = A and P∞ = B.

Lemma 2.6. All the simple holomorphic sphere u : Ĉ → CPn−2 s.t. u(0) = A and
u(∞) = B are choreographic holomorphic sphere.

Proof. Consider Ĉ with the complex projective line CP1 by identifying z ∈ Ĉ with
[z : 1] ∈ CP1. Suppose that [ηB : ηA] = [z : 1], and define a holomorphic sphere
u : Ĉ → CPn−2 by

u(z) = u([ηB : ηA]) = [ηBw1(ZB) + ηAw1(ZA) :

ηBw2(ZB) + ηAw2(ZA) :

ηBw3(ZB) + ηAw3(ZA) : ... :

ηBwn−1(ZB) + ηAwn−1(ZA)] (32)
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By the definition of σ, we see that

u(τz) = u([ei
2π
n ηB : ηA]) (33)

= [ei
2π
n ηBw1(ZB) + ηAw1(ZA) : ... : e

i 2π
n ηBwn−1(ZB) + ηAwn−1(ZA)]

= [w1(e
i 2π
n ηBZB + ηAZA) : ... : wn−1(e

i 2π
n ηBZB + ηAZA)] (34)

Now one verifies easily that

ei
2π
n ηBZB + ηAZA =(ηBe

i 4π
n + ηAe

i 2π
m , ηBe

i 6π
n + ηAe

i 4π
m ,

..., ηBe
i
2(m+1)π

n + ηA, ηBe
i
2(m+2)π

n + ηAe
i 2π
m ,

..., ηB + ηAe
i
(n−1)π

m , ei
2π
n ηB + ηA)

=ei
2π
m σ̃(ηBZB + ηAZA)

Thus

u(τz) = [w1(e
i 2π
m σ̃(ηBZB + ηAZA)) : ... : wn−1(e

i 2π
m σ̃(ηBZB + ηAZA)] (35)

= [w1(σ̃(ηBZB + ηAZA)) : ... : wn−1(σ̃(ηBZB + ηAZA)]

Now by the definition of the action σ for CPn−2 (see diagram (P2)), one sees that

u(τz) = σu(z) (36)

The rest of the proof is the same as that in lemma 2.5.

2.5.3 The Compactness of CG(0)

Let α be the ω-minimal class, and

H(α, J0, P0, P∞) = {u ∈ C∞[Ĉ,CPk]|

[u] = α,

u(0) = P0 ∈ CPk,

u(∞) = P∞ ∈ CPk,
∫

‖z‖≤1
u∗ω = 〈ω,α〉,

∂̄J0u = 0} (37)

Then lemma 2.5 and 2.6 actually imply that

Proposition 2.4. Let P0, P∞ be chosen as in lemma 2.5 and in lemma 2.6 respectively,
and let H(α, J0, P0, P∞) be defined as above. Then CG(0) is a S1-invariant compact
manifold.

Proof. By lemma 2.5 and lemma 2.6 one sees that for such specially chosen configurations

C(0) = CG(0) = H(α, J0, P0, P∞) (38)

It is well known that J0 is regular and C(0) is a S1-invariant compact manifold for
arbitrary P0 6= P∞. The consequence follows.
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2.5.4 The Non-Compactness of CG

Perhaps the most crucial obeservation in the work of Hofer and Viterbo in [18] is the
non-compactness of C, if [H], the free S1 cobordism class of the manifold H, were not
empty. This together with some asymptotic estimation and the Gromov compactness
will permit one to find a periodic solution of the Hamiltonian system (H2), although not
necessarily a choreography. In our case, we can adapte ourselves to the settings in [18]
to show the following proposition:

Proposition 2.5. CG is not compact.

Proof. See appendix A

Finally, once a solution in the symmetric invariant manifold is found, Palais’ principle
then indicates that it is indeed a symmetric solution in the original manifold. After
using the elliptic regularity, we see that these solutions are all smooth and they become
solutions in classical sense. The estimate for asymptotic behavior of the action functional
around P0 and P∞ and the Gromov compactness are thus still valid as when no symmetry
is involved. In particular we have actually achieve the following result, which is an
choreographic analogue of [18, Theorem 1.1]:

Theorem 2.2. Let H : CPk → R be a smooth Hamiltonian satisfying:
1. H(σz) = H(z),∀z ∈ CPk

2. There exist σ-invariant open neighborhoods U(P0) and U(P∞) s.t.

H|U(P0) = h0 ∈ R,H|U(P∞) = h∞ ∈ R

3. h0 < h∞, h0 ≤ H ≤ h∞

Then the Hamiltonian system ż = XH(z) possesses a non-constant T-periodic reduced
choreography z∗, satisfying

h0 < H(z∗) < h∞, T (h∞ − h0) < π

Proof. See [18, Theorem 1.1].

2.6 Reduced Choreography

In this sub-section let us consider the induced Hamiltonian system (H2) on CPk. When
k = n − 2, we will assume in addition that n is even. Our aim is to show that, under
mild conditions, the energy levels on which there exists at least one non-trivial reduced
choreography form a dense set. Consider the Hamiltonian system

ż(t) = XH(z(t)) = J∇H(z(t)), z ∈ CPk

and let P0, P∞ be chosen as in lemma 2.5 and 2.6.

Hypothesis 2. Assume that the reduced Hamiltonian H satisfies the following assump-
tions:

H is smooth; (V0)

H is σ-invariant, i.e. H(z) = H(σ z),∀ z ∈ R2n; (V1)

H(P0) 6= H(P∞) (V2)
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As an application of Theorem 2.2 we prove the following results:

Theorem 2.3. Suppose that H satisfies (V0)-(V2). Let β1 = min{H(P0),H(P∞)}, β2 =
max{H(P0),H(P∞)}, I = (β1, β2) be the open interval. Denote

D = {c ∈ I| Sc = H−1(c) has a σ-invariant connected component Sσc }

G = {c ∈ I| Sc = H−1(c) possedes a reduced simple choreography on it}

Then G is dense in D.

Proof. First, let us assume in plus that H(P0) < H(P∞). If Sc supports a reduced simple
choreography zc, then Sc must have a σ-invariant component, because zc is σ-invariant.
As a result, G ⊂ D. From now on suppose that µ(D) > 0. By Sard-Smale theorem, the
regular value R is open dense in I. Let D∗ = R∩D. We prove next that D∗ is dense in
G. Take a number c ∈ D∗ and consider Sc = H−1(c). Since CPk is a compact manifold
and R is Hausdorff, (V0) implies that H is a proper map. As a result, Sc is compact, so
is Sσc . We can construct for small ǫ > 0 a one parameter family of the form

Uǫ =
⋃

δ∈(−ǫ,ǫ)

Sσc+δ

s.t. Uǫ is diffeomorphic to a sub-manifold of CPk, moreover σUǫ = Uǫ because S
σ
c+δ are

all σ-invariant. Note also that Uǫ separate CP
k into two disjoint component U0 and U∞,

s.t. P0 ∈ U0 and P∞ ∈ U∞ (by Alexander duality).
Now by choosing a smooth function φ : R → R s.t.

φ(s) =

{

0 if s ≤ −1
2 ;

1 if s ≥ 1
2

(39)

φ′(s) > 0, for s ∈ (−
1

2
,
1

2
) (40)

and let

F (z) =







φ( δ
ǫ
) if z ∈ Sσc+δ;

0 if z ∈ U0 \ S
σ
c+δ

1 if z ∈ U∞ \ Sσc+δ

(41)

(42)

Since Uǫ is σ-invariant, F (z) = F (σz). One verifies that F (z) satisfies the condition of
theorem 2.2, by taking U(P0) = U0, U(P∞) = U∞, h0 = 0, h∞ = 1. Theorem 2.2 then
implies that F (z) has a periodic solution z∗, which is, after a reparametrisation of time,

a reduced simple choreography of system (H2) and satisfies that |H(z∗)−c| <
ǫ

2
. As one

has the right to choose ǫ arbitrarily small, we have actually shown that, given c ∈ D∗,
there exists a sequence of reduced simple choreographies of {zm(t)}m∈N s.t. H(zm) → c.
The theorem is thus proved for H(P0) < H(P∞).

Now if H(P0) > H(P∞), we can repeat the above argument to find reversed reduced
choreographies3 {ẑm(t)}m∈N. Now by setting zmj (t) = ẑmn+1−j(t), one sees that zm is a
reduced choreography solving the Hamiltonian system while H(zm) = H(ẑm),m ∈ N.
The theorem is proved.

3By saying reversed we mean that z(t) = σz(τ t).
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3 Application to Identical N-Vortex Problems

In this section we discuss how to apply the theorems proved in the last section to ex-
amples raised from hydrodynamics, i.e. the n-vortex problem. The Hamiltonian system
is of the form

ΓŻ(t) = JR2N∇HR2n(Z(t))

where

Γ = diag(Γ1,Γ1,Γ2,Γ2, ...,Γn,Γn), Γi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n

is the vorticity matrix. Again we distinguish two cases,

HR2n(Z) = −
1

4π

∑

1≤i<j≤n

ΓiΓj log |zi − zj |
2 (n-vortex Euler)

Z ∈ R2n \∆, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n

HR2n(Z) = −
1

2
(µ

n∑

i=1

Γ2
i log

1

1− |zi|2
+ λ

∑

i<j

ΓiΓj log |zi − zj |
2) (n-vortex BEC)

Z ∈ D× D...× D
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

\∆, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n, D = {z ∈ R2, |z| < 1}

In [9], Celli has proved that all the vorticities being identical is a necessary condition for
the existence of simple choreography in the n-vortex system. We will show the existence
of relative choreographies for identical n-vortex problems from both Euler equation and
Gross–Pitaevskii equation by using theorem 2.3, thus showing that the vorticities being
identical is also sufficient.

Some properties of relative equilibria used in the proof in this section are summarised
in appendix B.

3.1 The N-Vortex Problem from Euler Equation

Let us consider the Hamiltonian system

HR2n(Z) = −
1

4π

∑

1≤i<j≤n

log |zi − zj |
2

This system comes from the Euler equation that describes the interaction of n iden-
tical vortices in the plane without boundary. Since there is no boundary, there is no
potential part due to vortex-boundary interaction. As a result the system is invariant
under the diagonal action of Euclidean group SE(2), i.e., rotation and translation. Now
by the discussion in previous sections, the reduced phase space is CPn−2 and we de-
note the reduced Hamiltonian by HCPn−2 . According to the argument in the previous
section, we see that the existence of centred relative choreographies near a prescribed
energy level c ∈ R depends on the absence of critical points, the compactness and the
symmetric component on the prescribed energy surfaces Sc = H−1

CPn−2(c). We summarise
the validity of all the conditions in the following lemma:

Lemma 3.1. Let Sc = H−1
CPn−2(c) be an energy surface of the reduced Hamiltonian on

CPn−2. Then

1. Sc is compact ;
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2. Sc is regular except for at most finitely many c ;

3. Let B be the n-polygon configuration on CPn−2. There exists ǫ > 0 s.t. for
HCPn−2(B) < c < HCPn−2(B) + ǫ, Sc has a σ-invariant component.

Proof. We summarise the proof in the following three results:

• Compactness: This is proved in [35, theorem 2.2];

• Regular Value: This is proved in[35, lemma 3.1];

• Connectivity: This is proved in proposition B.1 in appendix B of this article.

We now apply theorem 2.3 and lemma 3.1 to conclude that :

Theorem 3.1. Consider the system (H1) with the Hamiltonian

HR2n(Z) = −
1

4π

∑

1≤i<j≤n

log |zi − zj |
2

Assume that n is even. Then there exist infinitely many non-trivial centred relative
choreography.

3.2 The N-Vortex Problem from Gross–Pitaevskii Equation

Now we would like to show that there exist infinitely many relative simple choreographies
by following similar lines as those in the previous example. To this end, we isolate vortices
away from the boundary by choosing I(z) = nρ for ρ < 1

n
. Let HCPn−1 be the reduced

Hamiltonian on CPn−1.

Lemma 3.2. Let Sc = H−1(c) be energy surface of the reduced Hamiltonian on CPn−1.
Then

1. Sc is compact;

2. Sc is regular except on K ⊂ R s.t. µ(K) = 0 and K is closed.

3. There exists ǫ > 0 s.t. for H(B) < c < H(B)+ ǫ, Sc has a σ-invariant component.

Proof. We prove the three properties one by one.

• Compactness: Since ρ < 1
n
, I(z) < 1. In particular, |zi|2 < 1,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n. Thus

the vortices are isolated from the boundary. Let Sc be an energy surface that is
non-empty. Since I(z) < 1 the mutual distances are bounded above uniformly,
hence they are also bounded below uniformly. This implies in particular that Sc
is isolated not only from the boundary but also from the generalised diagonal
∆(where collisions happen). As a result Sc is compact.

• Regular Value: Define

R = {c ∈ R|Sc is regular} (43)

In lemma B.1 we have shown that the relative equilibria of the n-vortex problem
in BEC are isolated from the generalised diagonal set ∆. Hence R is open and
dense as a direct application of the Sard-Smale theorem.
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• Connectivity: Observe that if we restrict the Hamiltonian to the set

Mρ = {|z1|
2 = |z2|

2 = · · · = |zn|
2 = ρ}, ρ > 0

then the part µ
∑n

i=1 log
1

1−|zi|2
becomes a constant. As a result, proposition B.1

applies and we are done.

Note that unlike the case of the n-vortex problem from Euler equation, the n-vortex
problem in BEC is not invariant under translation hence we don’t know if the solution
found is a centred relative choreography or not. It is possible that the solution being
a configuration that vorticies rotating around its center of vorticity which is not (0, 0).
We would like to exclude this possibility. As a result, we must convince ourselves that
these orbits are not an n-polygon configuration put in a rotating frame. We prove the
following proposition:

Proposition 3.1. Suppose that the n-vortex problem in BEC has a n-polygon relative
equilibrium in some rotating frame. Then it must be centred.

Remark 5. When we say any, we mean that this rotating frame can be centred at either
the origin or any other point; and the rotating speed can be either uniform or not.

Proof. We argue by contradiction. Suppose that the solution thus found is an n-polygon
configuration in a rotational frame, then it looks like in figure 2. Let r1 = ‖OO′‖ be the
distance between the origin and the centre of vorticity, and r2 = ‖O′A1‖ = ‖O′A2‖ =
... = ‖O′An‖ be constant, then by the cosine formulae :

‖OA1‖
2 = r21 + r22 − 2r1r2 cos θ

‖OA2‖
2 = r21 + r22 − 2r1r2 cos (θ +

2π

n
)

...

‖OAn‖
2 = r21 + r22 − 2r1r2 cos (θ +

2(n− 1)π

n
)

By the assumption,
∑

1≤i≤n log(1 − |zi|
2) is a constant, which implies, by denoting

α = 1− r21 − r22, β = 2r1r2, that the following quantity is a constant too.

cst =(1− ‖OA1‖
2)(1− ‖OA2‖

2)...(1 − ‖OAn‖
2)

=(α+ β cos θ)(α+ β cos (θ +
2π

n
))(α + β cos (θ +

2(n − 1)π

n
))

=
n∑

k=1

(ak cos kθ + bk sin kθ) + αn

This is a trigonometric polynomial, hence to be a constant one must have ak = bk =
0, 1 ≤ k ≤ n. In particular, explicit calculation shows that an = 0 implies that βn = 0.
To make the above trigonometric polynomial a constant, we thus need that β = 0.
In other words, either r1 = 0 or r2 = 0 (they cannot be both 0 because otherwise it
corresponds to no point in CPn−1) However,

• r1 = 0: in this case the orbit corresponds to the centred n-polygon configuration;

• r2 = 0: in this case the orbit corresponds to the total collision configuration.
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Figure 2: A 3-polygon (equilateral triangle) in a rotational frame

The conclusion follows.

Now we have actually proved the following theorem :

Theorem 3.2. Consider the system (H1) with the Hamiltonian

HR2n(Z) = −
1

2
(µ

n∑

i=1

log
1

1− |zi|2
+ λ

∑

i<j

log |zi − zj |
2)

Then for any n ∈ N+ there exist infinitely many non-trivial relative choreography.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of lemma 3.2, theorem 2.3, and proposition 3.1.

3.3 Comparison with Other Methods

Finally we give some heuristic remarks about the solutions which could be found
using perturbative methods. Let us take the 4-vortex problem to illustrate the idea.
As mentioned before, the 4 vortex problem is in general non-integrable. As a result it
seems hopeless to try to describe the complete bifurcation diagram of periodic orbits.
Let us consider the reduced energy Hamiltonian HCPn-2 , and denote by c the reduced
energy level. There are at least two places where one might locally construct relative
choreographies.

Bifurcation from the equilateral triangle: Recall that the minimum of HCPn-2 is
achieved when the 4 vortices form the centred square (4-polygon). Thus the Moser-
Weinstein theorem should show the existence of relative periodic solutions of short pe-
riod, bifurcating from the square [6, 7, 5];

Bifurcation from the simultaneous pair of double collisions: In contrast, when
the reduced energy tends to infinity, there is a pair of vortices that become close to one
another. Now, consider two vortices of vorticity 2, located respectively at (±1, 0) (thus
forming a relative equilibrium). Next, consider replace each such vortex by a pair of
close vortices of vorticity 1, that chase one another in the cluster. At the same time the
two clusters will rotate approximately as two votices would. As another illustration of
the superposition principle (see the periodic orbits of Bartsch et al. [4] and the KAM
tori of Khanin [19]), this should prove the existence of relative periodic orbits bifurcating
out of the simultaneous pair of double collisions.
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Figure 3: The configuration changing with reduced energy level

Because each time we find a one-parameter family of non-trivial choreography by per-
turbative method, it implies that we can continue to apply our theorem 2.3 to get more
relative choreographies, until the symmetry of this component is broken. As a result,
we believe our global approach can be seen as producing solutions of similar interests by
both perturbation around the 4-polygon and around pairs of binary collisions.
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A The Non-Compactness of CG

By adapting ourselves with the symmetric constraint taken into account, we would
like to show the existence of a reduced simple choreography. To this end we need some
non-compactness for the CG. More precisely,denote [M] the free S1 cobordism class of
the manifold M, in [18] the following proposition is proved:

Proposition A.1. [18, proposition 2.7] Let (V, ω) be a complex symplectic manifold and
J be a regular almost complex structure calibrated by ω, α be a ω-minimal free homotopy
class, and P0, P∞ are disjoint closed submanifold and C is defined as in (23). If C is
compact, then [C(0)] = [∅].

The sketch of the proof can be described in the following steps:

1. Equipe a neighborhood W of C with an appropriate fiber metric.

2. As typical way of dealing such problems, an appropriate perturbation section space
P is carefully chosen, together with its completion G under certain Sobolev norm.
We consider the perturbated section

Gk,δ ×W → E

(r, λ, u) → F (r, λ, u) = fλ(u) + r̄λ(u) (44)

here k ∈ N measures the regularity of Sobolev norm and 0 < δ measures the size
of the completed perturbation set in such norm, and r̄λ(u)(z) := r(λ, z, u(z)) is a
perturbation section.

3. When k is large enough and δ is small enough, F can be proved to be a Fredholm
section.
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4. fλ is already known to be a Fredholm section and thus locally proper, as a result
the set

M = {(λ, u) ∈ W|F (r, λ, u) = 0} (45)

can be proved to be a compact manifold.

5. By replacing r by an element in P (due to density of P in G) if necessary, C(0)
could be achieved as the boundary of a compact manifold M.

In our case, we note that

Lemma A.1. fλ seen as a section of EG → R× BG is Fredholm.

Proof. As before let z = exp(s + it) be the cylinder parametrisation. Then by Palais’
principle,

T BG = {(u(s, t), ζ(s, t)) ∈ T B | ζ(s, t+
2π

n
) = dσ(ζ(s, t))} (46)

This implies that Ker(dfλ) seen as a linearised operator R × BG
dfλ−−→ EG is a subspace

of Ker(dfλ) seen as the kernel of the same linearised operator of R × B
dfλ−−→ E . Since

the latter is of finite dimension, we see that the former is also of finite dimension.
To see that the co-kernel is also of finite dimension, note that if u ∈ B \ BG, then
∃µ ∈ R, ζ(s, t) ∈ TuB, dfλ(µ, ζ) /∈ EG. As a result, due to that Coker(dfλ) seen as a

linearised operator R × B
dfλ−−→ E is of finite dimension, Coker(dfλ) seen as a linearised

operator R× BG
dfλ−−→ EG is of finite dimension too.

The admissible perturbation sections that are adaptive to our choreographic sym-
metric constraint are defined as the following:

Definition A.1. Given the projection map:

P : [0, λ∞ + 1]× Ĉ×CPk → Ĉ×CPk, P (λ, z, v) = (z, v)

and the pull-back bundle P ∗XG
J → [0, λ∞ + 1] × Ĉ×CPk. Consider vector spaces A of

all smooth section r(λ, z, v) of this bundle.

(1) r(λ, z, v) = 0 if λ is close to 0 or z is close to either 0 or ∞.;

(2) r(λ, z, v) = r(λ, ζz, v), ∀ζ ∈ S1.

The admissible perturbation space is defined by Gk, which is the completion of A in some
Sobolev norm ‖·‖W k,2 for some k ∈ N large enough.

Remark 6. Note that then k is large enough Gk is embedded in to continuous sections,
thus the symmetric constraint is well defined for Gk.

Now by following the same lines in [18] we can declare the following proposition.

Proposition A.2. Let (CPk, ω) be the standard complex projective space and J0 be the
regular almost complex structure induced by i. Let P0, P∞ be chosen as in lemma 2.5
and 2.6, α be the ω-minimal free homotopy class that is invariant under g, and CG is
defined as in (24). If CG is compact, then [CG(0)] = [∅].

Proof. See [18, proposition 2.7] for details.
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Now proposition A.2 and proposition 2.4 together indicate the non-compactness we
are looking for:

Proposition A.3. CG is not compact.

Proof. By proposition 2.4, we have seen that if we choose P0 and P∞ in such a special
way, then C(0) = CG(0). As a result, [S1] = [C(0)] = [CG(0)]. It follows by proposition
A.2 that CG is not compact.

B Some Properties of Relative Equilibria in The N-Vortex

Problem

In this appendix we consider some properties of the relative equilibria in the n-vortex
problem with general positive vorticity.

B.1 Shub’s Lemma for N-Vortex in Bose Einstein Condensation

We claim that for positive vorticities, the relative equilibria of H cannot accumulated
into ∆. This is a version of Shub’s lemma [32] from celestial mechanics. The analogues
in vortex problems without the harmonic trap are studied by [27, 31]. The following
lemma is proved by using the conservation of centre of vorticity as is in [35].

Lemma B.1. Suppose that Γi > 0, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and z is a relative equilibrium s.t.
I(z(t)) = α < min1≤i≤n Γi. Denote

m(z) = inf
1≤i<j≤n

|zi − zj |
2

then there exists a constant ǫ(α,Γ) s.t.

m(z) > ǫ

Proof. Suppose to the contrary that zk is a sequence of relative equilibria of the n-vortex
problem in BEC s.t. I(zm(t)) = α and limk→∞m(zk) = 0. Then by consecutively
passing to subsequence if necessary, we may suppose that there exists an sub-index set
V ⊂ {1, 2, .., n} s.t. zki → z∗,∀i ∈ V . Denote zV as the vector of vortices with index in

V. As before let L =
∑

1≤i<j≤n

ΓiΓj and define moreover LV =
∑

i<j
i,j∈V

ΓiΓj.

First, we show that z∗ cannot be an interior point inside the unit circle. Actually, observe

that ckV =
∑

i∈V Γiz
k
i∑

i∈V Γi
, the vorticity centre of zkV , also follows a uniform rotation with the

vortices. Denote the angular speed to be ν, then

ċkV =

∑

i∈V Γiż
k
i

∑

i∈V Γi
= J

ν

2
ckV → J

ν

2
z∗ (47)

Γiżi = J(∇ziHV (z) +∇ziHV c(z)) = JΓi
ν

2
zki → JΓi

ν

2
z∗, i ∈ V (48)

Define the vector p = λ
∑

j∈V c

Γj
z∗ − zj

‖z∗ − zj‖2
, q = −µ

z∗

1− |z∗|2
. Thus we have

ċkV →

∑

i∈V Γ2
i

∑

i∈V Γi
q + p

żki → Γiq + p+∇iHV (z
k)
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As ċkV − żki → 0, it turns out that

Γi(Γi −

∑

i∈V Γ2
i

∑

i∈V Γi
)q ∼ ∇iHV (zk)

Hence

−λLV = ∇HV (zk)z
k → −µ

|z∗|2

1− |z∗|2

∑

i∈V

Γi(Γi −

∑

i∈V Γ2
i

∑

i∈V Γi
) = 0

This is impossible. As a result, z∗ must be a point on the boundary if it exists. But
then this is also impossible because I < min1≤i≤n Γi implies that |zi|

2 < 1,∀1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The lemma is thus proved.

The above lemma implies that for positive BEC n-vortex system all the relative
equilibria are bounded away uniformly from the generalized diagonal set ∆. Equivalently,
it means that the fixed points of the system (H2) on CPk cannot accumulate in to ∆̃,
the projection of ∆ on CPn−1.

B.2 On the Connectivity of Energy Surface of the N-Vortex Problem

In this sub-section, we show that the reduced energy surface of the n-vortex problem,
both for Euler equation and Gross–Pitaevskii equation has connected surfaces that are
symmetric with respect to the choreographic symmetry.

Consider the following problem: given n points A = (A1, A2, ..., An) on the unit circle,
none of them overlaps, i.e., Ai 6= Aj ,∀1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. Denotes lij = ‖AiAj‖ to be length
of the segment between Ai and Aj . We would like to consider

F (A) =
∏

1≤i<j≤n

log lij (49)

Lemma B.2. F (A) achieves its maximum when A = (A1, A2, ...An) form a n-polygon
inscribed to the unit circle.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the index j of Aj increases
along the clockwise direction. We can then denote by θj the angle between OAj and
OAj+1,∀1 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 while θn is the angle between OAn and OA1 (see figure 4). Now
by the sine formule of chord length, we have that

lij = 2 sin
θi + θi+1 + ...+ θj−1

2
, j > i (50)

Note that if j > n, Aj is to be considered as Aj′ , where j
′ = j mod n. In this way, we

regroup the items in the product F (A), such that in each subset the the difference j − i
is fixed. i.e., denote

F (A) =
∏

1≤i<j≤n

log lij =
∏

1≤k≤[n
2
]

Bk, Bk =
∏

1≤i≤n
j−i=k

log lij (51)
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Figure 4: 4-vortex problem in BEC restricted to Mρ

One verifies explicitly that f(θ) = sin θ, 0 < θ < π is concave, hence

Bk =
∏

1≤i≤n
j−i=k

log lij = n log 2 +
∏

1≤i≤n

log sin
θi + θi+1 + ...+ θi+k−1

2

≤ n log 2 + n log sin
∑

1≤i≤n

θi + θi+1 + ...+ θi+k−1

2n
(Jensen’s Inequality)

= n log 2 + n log sin(k
∑

1≤i≤n

θi
2n

)

= n log 2 + n log sin(
kπ

n
) (52)

As a result

F (A) ≤
∏

1≤k≤[n
2
]

(n log 2 + n log sin(
kπ

n
)) (53)

Since k ∈ N and 0 < k < [n2 ], we see that the inequality in (53) becomes the equality if
and only if

θ1 = θ2 = ... = θn =
2π

n
(54)

In other words, F (A) achieves its maximum when A = (A1, A2, ...An) form a n-polygon
inscribed to the unit circle.

Now we show the following simple yet useful lemma on the existence of a σ-invariant
component of the energy surface Sc = H−1(c):

Lemma B.3. Let Sc ⊂ CPk be the energy surface. Suppose that there is a connected
subset U ⊂ Sc s.t. U is σ-invariant, i.e., σU = U . If H is σ-invariant, then U is
contained in a σ-invariant component of Sc.

Proof. Since U is connected, U is included in a component Sσc of Sc. We only need
to show this component itself is σ-invariant. To this end, let z ∈ Sσc . Then ∃u ∈ U
and a continuous function f : [0, 1] → CPk s.t. f(0) = u, f(1) = z. As a result, let
g : [0, 1] → CPk defined by g(t) = σf(t). Clearly g is a continuous function satisfies that
g(0) = σu, g(1) = σz, and ∀t ∈ [0, 1], we have H(g(t)) = H(σf(t)) = H(f(t)) = c, hence
g(t) ∈ Sc,∀t ∈ [0, 1]. We have thus shown that σu and σz are connected, hence σz ∈ Sσc
too. We conclude that Sσc is the σ-invariant component and the lemma is proved.
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We state another useful criteria for showing that there is a symmetric component on
some prescribed energy level of the reduced Hamiltonian.

Proposition B.1. Suppose that the n-polygon configuration B is a non-degenerate max-
imum of H restricted to the manifold

Mρ = {|z1|
2 = |z2|

2 = · · · = |zn|
2 = ρ}, ρ > 0 (55)

Let H(B) > c > H(B)− ǫ for small ǫ > 0, then Sc has a σ-invariant component.

Proof. We see that by lemma B.2, the n-polygon configuration is a maximum forH(z)|Mρ.
Since it is a non-degenerate critical point, there is no other critical point nearby. As a
result, the set Mc = H−1

Mρ
(c) = H−1(c) ∩ Mρ has a connected component, denoted as

Mσ
c that is σ-invariant. It is then included in a σ-invariant component Sσc , due to lemma

B.3.
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